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Abstract 
The use  of  cooling channels is very important in high 
performance electrical generators and   high   temperature gas 
turbines .  Often these cooling channels rotate about an axis 
parallel to but displaced from its axis of rotation . 
Finite difference solutions were made for turbulent flow of air 
in a rectangular duct of 2/1 aspect ratio, in which the duct wall is 
subjected to uniform heat flux . The solutions are obtained in both 
developing and fully developed regions of the duct for various 
Grashof and Reynolds numbers with a length scale model for 
turbulence . 
The results show the effect of rotation on the development of 
velocity and temperature, flow patterns, heat transfer coefficient 
and friction factor variations . Large increases in the heat 
transfer coefficients with relatively small  increases in  the 
S 8 
pressure drop were predicted in the Grashof number range 10 to 10 
used here . This is a result of centrifugal acceleration, density 
gradients and Coriolis acceleration caused by the rotational body 
forces . 
•f 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Axial flow in cooling channels rotating parallel to but 
displaced from the axis of rotation occurs in a number of industrial 
processes . Two of the most important cases are cooling problems in 
the rotors of electrical machines and the rotor blades of high 
temperature turbines . High performance electrical generators with 
large rotors and high power densities are common in the industry 
today . The size of the rotor is quite often limited by heat 
transfer considerations . This generally results in larger than 
desired rotor sizes and large electrical and magnetic loadings . In 
order to minimize the rotor sizes without increasing the temperature 
limitation of the electrical insulation, it is necessary to better 
understand the cooling of the electrical windings with flow through 
channels in the windings . These coolant channels are generally 
rotating parallel to and displaced from the axis of rotation . 
Operation of gas turbine at a high maximum cycle temperature 
has economic advantages . But the mechanical properties of the 
turbine rotor blade materials has limited these temperatures . Thus 
cooling channels are essential to protect the rotor blades from the 
effects of fatigue, thermal shock . So, in order to improve power 
equipment thermal design, it is important to have more knowledge 
about the effects of rotation on fluid mechanics and heat transfer . 
.^ 
The present work is concerned with an analytical study of 
turbulent flow in ducts of rectangular cross section, rotating 
parallel to the axis of rotation . With the duct wall is subjected 
to a uniform heat flux in both axial and eircmferential direction, 
finite difference solutions are presented for turbulent flow of air 
in a rectangular duct of 2/1 aspect ratio . The three dimensional 
parabolic flow is solved by using a procedure developed by Patanker 
and Spalding [47] . Turbulence and mixing length models by Gessner 
and Emery [16] and [17] are used to calculate the Reynolds stresses 
in the momentum equations . For the large heat fluxes used here, 
there will be a large increase in the bulk temperature which will 
affect the bulk fluid properties such as the density, viscosity, 
thermal conductivity and specific heat quite significantly . Fluid 
properties are allowed to vary in the axial direction but are 
assumed constant in transverse plane . 
The secondary flows which are generated in stationary ducts due 
to turbulent flow, will be modified by the density gradients caused 
by the heated walls in conjunction with the centrifugal acceleration 
and Coriolis acceleration in rotating ducts . Consequently, the heat 
transfer coefficient and friction factor in rotating ducts will be 
different from that of stationary ducts . The present work brings 
out these effects due to rotation . The results show that, there is 
an increase in the Nusselt number and friction factor in both 
developing and fully developed regions over a range of Reynolds 
3 
numbers and Grashof  numbers  . 
2.  LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1  ROTATING DUCT 
Few studies are reported in the literature concerning parallel 
rotating rectangular ducts though there are some publications 
dealing with circular pipes and with square ducts . Theoretical 
studies of fully developed turbulent heated flow in circular duct 
were conducted by Nakayama [42] . The method used is very similar to 
the technique used for fully developed laminar flow by Mori and 
Nakayama [39] • The momentum integral method of solution was used 
!
 with an assumed core flow region comprising a strong secondary flow" 
together with a relatively thin boundary layer in the near wall 
vicinity . This solution is valid for fluids having a Prandtl number 
close to or larger than unity . He found that the influence of 
rotational buoyancy is not as marked as that in laminar flow, and 
the influence of Coriolis acceleration was found to be small for 
developed turbulent flow  . 
Majumder et al [38] extended the numerical method used for 
developing laminar flow by Skiadaressis and ^Spalding [56] in v 
circular ducts to include the effects of turbulence . They used the 
two equation model (k- £ ) of turbulence to calculate the effective 
viscosity proposed by Harlow and Nakayama [21] modified by Launder 
and Spalding [33] . The influence of Coriolis acceleration on the 
developed flow was  found  to  be  small   . •        ■;'** 
Experimental studies for turbulent flow in circular ducts have 
been reported by Woods [61] . He compared his results with the 
theoretical results of Nakayama [42], and Majumder et al [38] .But 
the experimental data was found to be significantly higher than that 
predicted  . 
Nakayama and Fuzoika [43] made experimental observations in the 
cooling channels of a prototype generator and also a simulated 
laboratory apparatus using water as the test fluid . Turbulent heat 
transfer   in   the   entrance   regions   of   circular   ducts were      also 
studied . Humphreys [24] experimentaly investigated turbulent heat 
transfer in the entrance region of a circular duct . His results 
showed that the heat transfer increased with increase in the 
rotational Reynolds  number  . .<= 
Le Feuvre [36] reported mean heat transfer data for air flowing 
in internal circular passages in a model rotor used to simulate the 
coolant channels in a drum-type electrical  armature  . 
Morris and Woods [41 ] attempted to correlate the effect of 
rotation by examining the difference in mean Nusselt number obtained 
with rotation to that at zero rotational speed and the same Reynolds 
number  . 
Few    papers    pertaining    to    turbulent    heat    transfer    in    non-    | 
circular rotating ducts are reported in literature . The theoretical 
investigation described by Majumdar et al [38] included some aspects 
of flow and heat transfer in square sectioned tube but a systematic 
investigation of the physical, parameters is not given . The Nusselt 
numbers measured experimentally agreed with those of the theoretical 
work . 
Dias [12] and Morris and Dias [40] experimentally studied the 
laminar and turbulent heat transfer in square ducts with air as the 
test fluid . It was generally found that, the heat transfer tended 
to be improved with increases in the rotational speed in exactly the 
same manner as reported data taken with circular sectional tubes . 
They tried to correlate mean Nusselt numbers by using an approach 
similar to that of Morris and Woods [41] in a circular sectioned 
tube . 
2.2 TURBULENCE MODELS 
Turbulence modeling is a mathematical expression for the 
turbulent stresses in the time averaged conservation equations in 
terms of known or determinable quantities . There are two main types 
of models : 
[ 
1. Eddy viscosity models  . 
2. Stress  transport models   . 
rs 
2.2.1 Eddy viscosity models 
Eddy viscosity models are built on Boussinesq's [6] concept, 
where the Reynolds stresses in the momentum equations are replaced 
by 
where,    yUL ^ is   the   turbulent   viscosity   which   can   be   determined   in 
various ways  . 
The most widely used model is Prandtl's mixing length 
hypothesis. [49], in which a turbulent viscosity, ^LL^, is related to 
the magnitude of the mean velocity gradient, and a charactaristic 
length scale of  turbulence,   J-\ 
ALt   = fA 
•p 
1
   ,u 
The mixing length, -co must be prescribed algebraically . The mixing 
length hypothesis is considered to be the simplest model and gives 
.good predictions for boundary layer flow, but is not successful in 
the prediction of recirculating flows . This could be because the 
mixing length hypothesis implies that the eddy viscosity vanishes 
whenever the mean velocity gradient is zero, and the model does not 
account the convection or the diffusion processes of turbulence . 
In the differential models, the eddy viscosity, JU. + ,   is related 
to   the   kinetic   energy   of   turbulence,   k,    the   charactaristic   length 
scale,,/ ,   and the density, J°   .   Prandtl  [50]  suggested  that 
JJL±   = f N/F 4 
where, 2  » k are   t° be determined either empirically or by solving 
certain conservation equations of the turbulence properties . 
Models using one or two conservation equations are now well 
established [34] • The one-equation model requires the solution of a 
differential equation to determine the kinetic energy of turbulence, 
k . This differential equation contains the rate of change due to 
convection, diffusion, production and dissipation of the turbulent 
kinetic energy, k . While the length scate, M. , is prescribed 
algebraically . There are several other models which fall in this 
category such as, the model of Bradshaw et al £3], and the model of 
Nee and Kovasznay [44] . Prandtl's turbulence energy model is a good 
houg 'A example  of  one-equation models   .   T h,   k       ,   is  a  better estimate 
of   the   velocity   scale   than,   ~£n ,   perhaps   the   only   case   in 
2" 
which   a   one-equation   model    gives   some   advantages   over   the   mixing 
length   hypothesis   is   in  axisymetric  flows   in  pipes   and   annuli   .   In 
this   case,    the   one-equation  model   requires   much  less   adjustment   of 
constants   to give good results   . 
Two-equation models   differ   from   the   one-equation models  in  the 
way   that    they   use   differential    transport   equations   for   turbulent 
kinetic   energy   and  a  parameter  related   to length  scale   .   There  are 
several    proposals    for    the    dependent    variable    as    the       second 
'/a        n variable   .    Kolmogorov   [29]   used,   f   =   k /-c   ,    the   frequency   of 
energy    containing   turbulence    motions    .    Chou    [8],    Davidov    [10], 
Harlow-Nakayama  [22],   and Jones-Launder  [28]  used,   £  = k '2 IJl ,   the 
turbulent   energy   dissipation   rate   .    Rotta   [52],    and   Spalding   [57] 
used,-^  ,   length  scale   .   Rotta  [53,54],   Rodi-Spalding  [51],   and Ng- 
x 
Spalding  [45]  used,   k £    .   Spalding  [58]  used,   k/ £     .  Two-equation 
models   have   led   to   reasonable   predictions   of   many   two   dimensional 
flows,   including recirculation flows   .   But   two-equation models have 
achieved little success  in  three  dimensional  flows  and flows in non 
circular   ducts  with   secondary   flows  due  to turbulence   .   AISQ,   there 
are    other    disadvantages    of     the    two-equation    models    that    were 
discussed     by     Launder      and      Spalding      [34]      that     limit      their 
applicability,     as    they    can    not    be    used   with    a    single    set    of 
constants   for   the   prediction   of   axisymmetric   round   jets   and   plane 
free shear flows   . 
2.2.2 Stress transport models 
Stress transport model3 entail the solution of differential 
transport equations for one or all the Reynolds stresses . These 
equations contain triple velocity correlations that must be 
determined . These correlations must be either represented in terms 
of    other    determinable   quantities    or    in   terms    of    another    set    of 
10 
transport equations of higher order correlations . The complexity of 
the model is increased with the addition of each new transport 
equation, since each contains additional unknown correlations . From 
a practical standpoint the triple correlations are small and can be 
approximated in terms of determinable quantities . Indeed, as the 
number of equations increases, the accuracy of the model can be 
improved only  at the expense of its simplicity  . 
The numerical procedure in the present work will use an 
algebraic equation for Reynolds stresses developed by Gessner and 
Emery [16,17] . They developed these equations from the Reynolds 
stress transport equations for corner flow . The model contains two 
empirical constants and a procedure for determining the turbulent 
mixing length   .   The derivation is presented in a later chapter  . 
11 
3.   DEFINITION OF THE PROBLEM AND GOVERNING  EQUATIONS 
3.1  DEFINITION OF THE PROBLEM 
The problem of interest here is the numerical solution of 
turbulent heat transfer in rotating rectangular ducts parallel to 
but displaced from the axis of rotation . Following Patanker and 
Spalding [47] and Patanker [46], this kind of flow can be written in 
terms of a one-way coordinate . The conditions under which a space 
coordinate can be treated as a one-way coordinate are   : 
1. The existance of predominant unidirectional velocity in 
that direction . 
2. The diffusion can be neglected in that direction since 
the convection which is one-way overpowers the diffusion 
which is a two-way coordinate  . 
3. The pressure variation in the cross-stream plane can be 
neglected for  the primary flow  . 
Under   these   condi&ons   the   significant   influences   travel   only   from 
upstream    to    downstream,    and    the   conditions   at   a   point   are    then 
affected    largly    by    upstream    conditions    and   very    little    by    the 
downsream    ones    .    The    kinds    of   flows   which   satisfy    the    one-way 
coordinate    lead    to    parabolic    differential    equations    and    can   be 
called  three dimensional  parabolic  flows   . 
12 
3.2 CONSERVATION  EQUATIONS 
The conservation equations that need to be solved for 
connective heat transfer for three dimensional parabolic flow in a 
rotating rectangular duct are continuity, three momentum equations 
and the energy equation . The equation of state is also heeded to 
calculate the bulk density of the fluid at a temperature 
corresponding to the local  bulk temperature . 
The geometry of interest is a rectangular duct with an aspect 
ratio 2/1 . Figure (3-1) shows the duct geometry and the axis of 
rotation, with the larger side of the rectangle in the radial 
direction .  The equations in cartesian coordinates x,y,z are  : 
continuity 
hr(JU) + hW + Ir(J'W) = o (3..) 
x-momentum 
13 
**M 
v   rr>. 
Fig - 3-1 Duct geometry  and coordinte system 
<fi 
+ H(-/"vW-2/-av) 
(3.2) 
y-momentum 
SxUuv)+t^(/v)+k(/wv) =-|f 
+ L(.;v') + /nH +j/nu 0.3: 
z-nomentum 
(XUW) + ^(/VW) + |=(/W2) = -ax ^ ' "      '        -a^ '      5Z ^   vv   / -az. 
i*(^#) +H(^v^) 
+ w C-J'u,tt) + h(-fuJ*) <M) 
15 
Energy equation 
X 
■3 
In these equations we have neglected the shear stresses and the 
diffusion fluxes ae*i^g in the lateral plane (x-y plane) . This is 
to insure that no influence from downstream can affect the upstream 
stresses and fluxes on the lateral plane . Also, the pressure, p", in 
z-momentum equation and, p, in x and y momentum equations are 
calculated seperat^ely . We can think of, p, as a space averaged 
jaressure  over  the cross   section,   and   ——    is assumed known before 
-x   to -^   h ! 
—!        and       —-— are   calculated   .    This   results   in   the 
a X * ^ 
longitudinal and lateral pressure gradients being uncoupled . By 
this procedure, the elliptic equations are converted to parabolic 
equations, and thus permitting the use of two dimensional computer 
storage of  the dependent variables  . 
The   last   terms   in   equations   (3-2)   and   (3.3)   are   the   Coriolis 
forces    .    And   the   term   before   the   last   term   in   equation   (3-3)   is 
centrifugal force  .   This  term  can be written in  the form 
2. 1.   .    , . _ 2t /riH =^H(;-/J + riUfy 
16 
since 
f   ^ T-Tt    / 
j»XlH = _rxaH >/(T-TO + U2H.._. (3.6) 
where/j   =  coefficient   of  expansion,   Ti    local   bulk  temperature, f, 
local bulk density based on the local bulk temperature  . 
The first term' in the right hand side of equation (3.6) 
represents a force due to density gradients caused by the heated 
walls  . 
In the present rotating duct problem with high wall, heat 
fluxes, the density of the fluid and other properties such as 
viscosity, thermal conductivity and specific heat can vary quite 
significantly in the axial direction with the bulk temperature . We. 
assume the fluid properties to be constant in the transverse 
direction and allow them to vary with z-direction as a function of 
bulk  temperature  . 
A  - 
Rib 
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k«   = kit ( TO 
cf   = -cr C Tk) 
where   R   is   a   gas   constant,   T^   can   be   calculated   from   the   uniform 
wall heat flux condition 
3.3 TURBULENCE MODEL 
3.3.1 Turbulence model for corner flow 
The turbulence model to be used in the present work is a length 
scale model developed by Gessner and Emery [16] . Gessner and Emery 
proposed the model for local turbulence structure in the flow along 
a streamwise corner . They developed an algebraic Reynolds stress 
model from the Reynolds stress transport equations . These algebraic 
equations for Reynolds stresses depend on two empirical constants 
and the turbulence mixing length . Details of the model can be found 
in [16,17]   . 
To  describe   the  model   we  shall  star,t from  the  exact  form  of  the 
Reynolds    stress    transport    equations    for   steady,       incompressible 
flow  . 
m w 
(3) W 
_1_ [w^ _ v}^l + £L{siKai+ 6llt^)l   (3.7: 
The terms in this equation are labeled as 
(1) = convection term 
(2) = generation term 
(3) = dissipation term 
(4) = redistribution term 
(5) = diffusion term 
where, l^i^-j is the Reynolds stress tensor, and U.[ U.j U.^ is 
the triple correlation tensor . 
For high Reynolds numbers equaton (3-7) can be simplified by 
neglecting the viscous diffusion term [19] .Also, based on 
experimental work in symetric plane channels [20], the diffusion 
term  resulting from  pressure-velocity  fluctuations    can   be 
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neglected   .   For   high   Reynolds   number,   it   may   also   be   assumed   that 
the    smallest    scales    of    motion,    which    are    responsible    for    the 
correlation   ( — )   ( —),   are  isotropic   .   Then  the  dissipation 
term can be written in the form 
where   £  is  the isotropic dissipation rate  . 
Hanjalic and Launder [19] showed that the triple velocity 
correlation tensor, can be replaced by a relationship containing 
only second-order correlations 
Ul "-J "-K      = cs J<_ ( n^rn  2^LiiiL + 
where,   cs   is  an empirical  constant,and,   k,  is   the turbulent kinetic 
energy  . 
Hanjalic and Launder [19] extended the Chou [8], and Rotta [52] 
work, and developed an expression for the pressure-strain in the 
form 
20 
+&. 4 + g_ 4 (,10> 
where 
-f-   "7tT>   <imfj   ^[s  Sm- S^- + 7( S^ 8LJ  + 
(3.11) 
where,  o<   , j    ,  "£    > 7   >   A » ^-*P   ' ^~V     are  constants   •   Rotta   [52] 
observed  that 
ajj     =    2    HmU.-L (3.12) 
But   equation   (3.11)   does   not  satisfy  equation  (3.12)  if, -t =  j 
Thus they replaced the correlation, ( U.w U.j . U.£ U.j ) by ( U-m U-L K ). 
With this substitution, the constants may be expressed in terms 
of,C?i. 
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©<      = 
! 
7 
\ 
( lo -8C<p2)/il 
-(2   -GC?i)/{\ 
-(* -12Cra)/S5 
(6   -18 CS)/5 5 
? 
(3-13) 
where,   C^>   and   C^>     are   the  same  empirical     constants    mentio 
above . 
ned 
Equation   C3-11)    is   an   approximate   equation,    and   an   alternate 
expression has been suggested by Launder et al  [32] 
ml f    /        
-h   uiaj   ^mf   +-   W-l ^    ^mj >[>' ^*L S^j    + 
'V 
7'(^me €ii + s^j su) K -H cr   us uj smi (3.14) 
*     / 
where, at' ,   B    » t    ,    ^    are constants . These constants defined by 
*'   =    ( u c?3  + lo)/il 
/' =_(2    + 5Cfj)/U 
22 
-J 
<     =   -{50   C?2    + It)/ 5 5 
T    =       (^0  C<P    +  0/55 
(3-15) 
where, C<p   is an empirical constant 
Although equation (3-1*0 is less complicated than equation 
(3.11), the model being used here uses equation (3.11) in order to 
develop relationships which are consistent with Hanjalic and 
Launder's  [19] formulation . 
Substituting     equations     (3.8),     (3-9),      (3.10),     (3-11)     into 
equation (3-7),   and using the above assumptions we get 
j   iu±u^   = _ 
3 Xv C "■j^k *U "ST.. * UJ + aLaK 3       J 
Cf   6  (CTTI; _   2    S£J /() + ?uf  a
w 
DX hi 5X Vt m 
-+-    ^-s c< _i_ ri 3X k L  £ 
u. 
-a %p    J (3-16) 
The instantanous velocity vector at each point in the flow can 
be resolved into three scalar mean components U, V, VJ and three 
fluctuating components,   u,   v,   w,   in  the  x,y,z  direction 
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Fig.3-2   Coordinate system and   velocity 
components 
respectively,   figure   (3-2) 
According   to   various   experimental   studies   [15,5,59]»   U   and   V 
are   two   orders   of   magnitude   smaller   than W,   except   in   the  viscous 
sublayer   .   _1I    and      w      are  of   the same  order of magnitude,   and 
the other mean velocity component derivatives are negligible by 
comparison . Reynolds stress components, U. , V , vu , U.V , u.tt/ 
, Vu/ are of the same order of magnitude in the corner region . Due 
to this we can neglect the convective and diffusive terms as a first 
approximation  .   Then equation  (3.16)  can be written in the form 
c«£u,._!.(c,_i)6-2£.[>« + 4./-i) U/V   _ 
lcfx ( 7^-    777Z ("*•"*>]-|^[C**++/-*) ^ - 
2CTx f   HI     .    LULL \ =      0 (3.17) 
o       L 
2-C?x sTf* ,w (v*.-,v)]   -     2f[2f»" 
2Cr2 
K ( 
I.XJUL. =    0 (3.18) 
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^w 
r
'  k 3  ^   Tl      'c      ^^ 
2 f   (JUM     — 
2C^ ( u.x .   UJ V \ ^W 
^ X 
^ J      LUUL       _ 
o 
K      V| 
C- i_   U7v    _ SW 
LUU_ =   0    -- ■(3.19) 
•1? K ** [(«x+f-l)v2  +f«l ^C<i-7J 
2 Cfi     /-T-rx2! ^W (H7T) 1   _|^_j" (o<+ f-^vu.   _ 
2
 
Cr
*     
f
  u/V    .    UJU 
K ( 
_     (9 (3.20) 
c
"TT ^ - lr[(" + s~ ^vu "nr^7^) 
-3 K. 
[(*   +f  -i)u-'   +    f ^    + 
(*+?)K   -^  (571) =   0 (3.21) 
c f, _L  u ^W 
■3^" 
fUTU._  ±±l3   { 2 c<Pa    f TT^   1777 UJV   . VtL 
K 
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ax [i — 2C<p, K (  WA  .  VU.^1    =   0 -(3.22) 
We   now   have   six   equations   from   <3-17)   to   (3.22),   for  Reynolds 
stress with  seven unknowns,    U.     ,    V1    ,  a/2*   , uV   »   UuJ , \I\JU   »   £ 
since  turbunent kinetic  energy,   k,   is  related  to    U.     ,   \J      ,   uu     by 
k  = — (   U.     H-V    + tu   J .  Thus  they  are not enough  to solve for  the 
Reynolds stresses  . 
Adding equations  (3.17),   (3.18)  and  (3-19) we get 
** L 
(2^ + 4-f -2) u/v  _ 3<Tfz  j^ .  u,v) + 
K 
*/ 
,-7       2C?Z    ,-Z luS _ 
K 
(V   .   u,v) + 2 _f iw v 2C"<p2r17 K r u.
r
. iw^) 
^v 
■& % 1 ■ K      V 
UJ2,  .    UJ 
*) 
+    2   f O/CL     _  i£Z£    QV\    Cltj     ^ ^_f   571 
2C
^    ^    U2.   U,U. 
K 
( u/u.") 
= 0. 
and  by  using equation  (3-13)  we get 
(3-23) 
£     =     _ ( uTv    ^^     4-   uJTi  ^ 
V 
^ 
7>X 
-(3.24) 
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substituting these into equations   (3-17)  to  (3.22) we get the 
to2     -     e,   K ■ (3.25) 
vz     = _  exe+ -£(f±-)    +   ?>k    (3.26) 
 2 
■ * +-pr{rr) *   5   (3-27) 
 2 
-   -    «♦   _     _ (3.28) 
uy u' -_   _   ,?       K      "aw 
T~ il <3-29) 
v, --^.^(^(ivq  (MQ) 
where 
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e, =   22(cT,-{) - C(±c<p2-s) (3>31) 
e2 = * ^ 
C<Pi   ~ l) (3.32) 
e^ 22(cri-j)   . i2(5C^,- j)      (3 33) 
33(^-2^ 
^ = **
c
*   -22CyCy>   -i28C?2   -3tc\   + jo    __ (3>34) 
-16 5 (Cf   -2C^f 
Equationa(3.25)   to   (3-30)   can  be   used  in conjunction with   the 
transport   equations   for  k  and £   to   obtain   the   Reynolds   stresses   . 
But   the   numerical   solution   of   these   equations   is   likely   to   be   a 
major   effort   .   To simplify   the model   further,   we  note from  equation 
(3-25)  that 
.z 
J±_       =     e,      ■=      °<\      (3-35) 
K ' 
where,  o<,   is   function   of   Cf    ,    Co»      .    Also   by   squaring   equation 
(3.28)  and  equation  (3-29)  and  adding 
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 2        2 
e       K [(^> -(#5] —   (3.36) 
.2. 2 
* ~F k1 =    e 
( 9W\      faVA v/M 
--x- (3-37) 
Equation (3.37) can be simplified, if equations (3.25), (3.26) and 
(3.27) are summed 
u/ +  VA +.   u2   =     e,|(   +    K3   R      _ 
e, e 2. ^f K" [G$+(wJ (3.38) 
2   -€,  -2e: k [(#) ■♦(-#•) _ -^ .(3.39) 
and substituting equations (3.3D. (3.32) and (3-33) into (3-39) 
k mut-mi --i (3.tO) 
Then from equation (3-37) and equation (3.^0) 
r-2  -^'2 '/2 
=  cK (3-41) 
K 
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wher e, o^, i3 a function of Cf  , Cf   : 
At high Reynolds numbers the dissipation of turbulent kinetic 
energy is due to transfer of energy from larger eddies to smaller 
eddies . This process depends on the turbulent kinetic energy, k, 
and the charactaristic length scale of turbulence, c .which is 
proportional to the size of the large energy containing eddies of 
the turbulent motion, and can be used to relate, k, and, £ as 
follows 
= CJL 
3/2 
€ 
(3.42) 
where, Q, is an Empirical constant 
Solving equation (3.40) in conjunction with (3«42) we get k,£ 
( ^W\       ( aVA 2n (3.13) 
e _   Cj    e*/3 
*      cd
l 
{ 3V/ AA ( w\     r aVA
K-b^r J V^X   )     (3.14) 
Then from equation (3.28) using the k, £  values from equations 
(3-43) and (3-44) 
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wv   =.  _ e. = _ e, J- kVi 
LUV    =  _ e,A 
CJL 
ell 
1
 Cd 
ay )■ <m 
U/V = _    e*t     "C c^-) + m - (3.^5) 
For two dimensional flow (z-y) plane, equation (3-45) is reduced to 
Lu V 
_   o< ? 
Cj 
z\j / 
~*-^ 
Another  expression f or, a/V >can De written in terms  of Prandtl's 
mixing length in two dimentional  flow  (z-y)  plane 
cu V =   -Z 5V (3.47) 
where ,  t p i s  Prandtl's mixing length,which is   the  distance  traveled, 
on the average, by the turbulent lumps of fluid in a direction 
normal to the mean flow . Equation (3-47) can be written in the near 
wall  region by 
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uu v   =   _ 
Z    1 
^W 
where,-c    = (( y , |{ is Von Karman's constant 
Comparing equations   (3-46),   (3-47)  and  (3.48)  gives 
C JL        - 
3/2 
ex j 
K 
and 
(3.48) 
(3-49) 
A   = «f _   (3.50) 
Then the equations for k, £ may be written in the form 
A 
•2      L 
QV\   , r ^w 
(-#) (3.51) 
£       = _   W k) 
3/2 
A 
(3.52) 
Sustituting equations (3.51) and (3.52) into equations 
(3-25) to (3-30), and expressing, Q^ , Qz , g> , £^ in terms 
of,    cXj   ,    o;     then   the   Reynolds   stress   equations   can   be   put   in   the 
33 
form 
..2. <*. 
<*.    -r 
3W\    ^r*V\ W) *( ^ ^ ^    +Uy   i  (3.53) 
V1    = 
+ 
a 
<X, '     \ -3 X   / 
(3.54) 
/T: /a 
^[(-^■)-(^1- — (3.55) 
-=-^C-^)[(^)+(#) '/2 (3.56) 
2. .2 
wu. = 
= -M-!¥-) [(#)-(-!¥■) i/2 (3.57) 
y.u. =   _ O^Z 
^2 l"8 ^ A^x ' (3.58) 
wnere 
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y* P/2=2(ii^i8^3) ^6 + (4*5*7 + <x2/)J   +^^5(i8^_5y 
1/2 
33(|^2^3)      c*£    + (>  «,  «?   +,   o<^ -f-ISZ*;,.*^    (3-59) 
and 
°<3    ^ 
<*5 
(j51^-22) 
(££«*, -24) 
4 
(3 3 ^-\2) 
ex £     =4.4.^22 <*,,._ 12 8»<3    +  72 c*3 o<^_ ££0   ^   o^ 
+   1320   <*4 ^ ^4. 
2 . 2.       2. 
Equations (3-53) to (3.58) give the Reynolds stresses as a 
function of Prandtl's mixing length, and mean rate of 
strain , .   These   equations   together   with   the  equation  of 
motion (3.1) to (3-5) give the complete set of equations which can 
be used in turbulent corner flow . Solution of the overall system of 
the equations ■ requires specification of two empirical 
constants <=>< , o< ^ , and a global representation of the Prandtl's 
mixing length, -A? . 
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3.3-2 Selection of constants    o<1    ,     c-t^. and calculation of mixing 
length 
(a) Fully developed flow in rectangular duct 
The length scale and mixing length used in the present work are 
calculated based on a method developed by Buleev [7] . The 
constants cx^ and o<^ in the algebraic equations for the Reynolds 
stresses are based on the experimental data of Gessner and Po [18], 
Gessner [15], and Tracy [59] . Buleev's expression for mixing length 
can be written as 
xTT 
-^     =TJ (3,0) 
where, £1 ,   Buleev's mixing length  at  point  P, Y'   and   $  are defined 
in figure  (3-3) 
Gessner and Po [18], write Prandtl's mixing length 
as *cf> - II c£ 1 where, f{ may be related to Karman's constant 
(~ 0.1), and depends on near wall behavior .- They compared the 
distribution of mixing length based on equation (3.60) for different 
values of f£ , with experimental data of Gessner [15] . Based on the 
experimental   data,   their  expression for   the mixing length  takes   the 
form 
Q 
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Fig-3-3   Notation  for calculating  length scale 
at   point   P 
D 
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OJ 
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-a     "^ 
o      n 
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no   o 
Id 
O 
a 
a> 
 (3.61) 
where,  /j^    = 0.^5,   y;    =   2b  - y   ,   x;   =  2b - x,     and x =  1.6b when 1.6 
< x/b < a/b,   so that, Cf> =tp(y)  only  . 
The   behavior  of  mixing length  near  the wall   can be obtained in 
the manner suggested by Launder and Priddin [31]   • 
4 - 4[, _ «P-1(.£X,- 45] 
  (3.62) 
where,  CP  is   given  by   equation   (3-61),    to     »is   the  mixing length 
near   the   wall,   y+ = -£ —     ,   u_ the   friction  velocity,   r,   is   an 
exponent which must be specified . For r = 0 the equation (3-62) 
reduces to Van Driests formulation [60], and for r = 2 the equation 
(3.62) corresponds to an apparent optimum value for low Reynolds 
number duct flow [31]   • 
Gessner and Po [18] specify the values of, o(^ , o^ as 1.2 and 
0.25, respectively for fully developed flow . These values give the 
best overall fit between the predicted and measured Reynolds stress 
values   by  Gessner   [15]   .   But   the  corresponding values   prescribed  by 
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Hanjalic and Launder [19] for two dimensional boundary layer flows 
are, o/, = 0.91*, o(^ = 0.26, and those specified by Launder and Ying 
[35] for fully developed square duct flow are, o<\ = 0.92, o<2 = 0«3i 
corresponding to the values of, Cf , C<p. in [19] and [35] 
respectively . These values tend to underestimate normal stress 
distributions   . 
(b) Developing turbulent flow in rectangular duct  . 
Gessener and Emery [17] developed a three dimensional mixing 
length model which is applicable to both developing and fully 
developed turbulent flow in rectangular ducts . The model can be 
applied to 90 - degree corner flows with moderate streamwise 
pressure gradeints .From the equations (3.56) and (3«57) for 
Reynolds stresses for turbulent corner flow [16], they developed an 
equation to calculate the mixing length values experimentaly  . 
, 2  2\'/+ 
4     =        (t"V    *    UJ'X) ■ (3.63) im+m V2 
The data of Po [48] for entrance region of Formica-lined square 
duct included axial mean velocity distributions and Reynolds stress 
distributions measured at different axial locations, ( Z. /DLI )• By 
using equation (3.63) and the data of Po [48], they computed the 
mixing length values  at various locations   .   They  compared  the mixing 
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Fig-3-4  Boundary layer   thicknesses   and 
the three regions for mixing length 
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length values calculated from experimental data [48] to the data of 
Dean [11], Comete - Bellot [9] and Hussain and Reynolds [25], for 
developing two dimensional duct flows . The mixing length behavior 
in the corner region (region (1)) and in the regions adjacent to the 
boundary walls (regions (2)and (3)), figure(3-4), must satisfy the 
following requirements   : 
1. For each mixing length profile, the slope near the wall 
must approximatly equal 0.4 for all combinations x , y , 
z  . 
2. As long as the flow is developing, there exists a local 
peaking of mixing length profiles in the vicinity of the 
corner bisector  . 
3. The mixing length profiles must approach an asymptotic 
value approximatly equal to 0.08 in the outer region of 
the boundary layer, and before the boundary layers begin 
to merge  . 
4. In the outer region of the boundary layer, the asymptotic 
value of mixing length must increase from 0.08 to 0.13 as 
fully developed conditions  are approched  . 
Based   on   the   above   requirments   an   expression   for   the   mixing 
length takes  the form 
e*   i« <3.«>. 
F(*',*") *K(O[G(***Vl-l(*,,'0] 
where 
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F (**,*•) = 
1/2 
X 
l/z 
Vi 
1-   +i- L r     x;aj 
'/2 
GCx*/) c» 
n=o 
*  " 
*)   t(x-) 
\[2TT 
-  Cc C/0(tVx*-if   -r 
(2-C^-X*)2 
with 
Z   = Z/DH 
* * 
and 
* A * X,     =   JZ     _   X 
^   —    ~F—     >      6     -   —r—      ->     X     =    —-— hay 
,;.# > ^+= * X    =   1     For (^  y.   >   CDC ,,  lre^lonU)) 
^42 
OK OX ' 
In which, $>   = S^OO , Sx    = o^Oj),   and co  ,c,   ,c2    ,c,i   ,2 
are empirical coefficients  . "» 
The function, F, is based on Buleev's [7] mixing length, for 
fully developed rectangular ducts . The function, F, satisfies the 
first requirements with ft = 0.45 . The functions G and H are much 
less than the function F in the fully developed region . In this 
case  the equation (3-64) is reduced to equation  (3.61)   . 
The     function,     G,     is     constructed     to     satisfy,     the     third 
requirement,   the asymptotic   behavior of,   cp   in the  outer  region of 
■4/ 
boundary layer before the boundary layer begins to merge . 
The function, H, is designed to cause local peaking of, -Cp   in 
the vicinity of a corner bisector, and satisfy requirement  number 
2 . 
The function, K, enables the increase of the asymptotic value 
*• 
of, cp      monotonically in the outer region of boundary layer from 
0.08 to 0.13 as a fully developed flow is approched . 
The'constants, co , c. , , c  , z*  are selected to give 
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the best overall fit with the data these constants are 
Co = -     1 29982 
cl = 1 15718 
cx = 21 32706 
c3 = -  20 .60664 
°4 = -  10 65843 
7.29654 c l0 =    0.3 
16.0888 c„    =    0.4 
-  10.3638 c,i   =    0.11 
6.0 z*     = 46.0 
20.0 K.    =    0.45 
It is found that the predicted and measured mixing length 
profiles are in reasonable agreement for the flow from entrance to 
the fully - developed condition . 
In order to complete the model, we have to modify equation 
(3.64) in the region close to the wall (viscous sublayer) . To get 
the viscous damping effects in that region, additional mean velocity 
and shear stress measurments in the corner region are necessary . 
However, since this data is not available, it may be possible to 
*        * * * 
replace,y , and , x , in the function,F(x ,y ) by 
i  _ ex p (--£■) At 
i.etp(.il) 
A1 
where 
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& 
the best  overall fit with the data these constants  are 
c5 =        7.29654 c 
c, -       16.0888 c 
Co . -     1 .29982 
cl = 1 15718 
C2 = 21 32706 
c3 = -  20 .60664 
cH =  - 10.65843 
Cj -  - 10.3638 
°g = 6.0 
20.0 
\o =    -0.3 
=    0.4 
en   =    0.11 
z;     = 46.0 
M. 0.45 
It is found that the predicted and measured mixing length 
profiles are in reasonable agreement for the flow from entrance to 
the fully - developed condition . 
In order to complete the model, we have to modify equation 
(3.64) in the region close to the wall (viscous sublayer) . To get 
the viscous damping effects in that region, additional mean velocity 
and   shear   stress   measurments   in   the   corner   region   are   necessary   . 
However,   since   this   data   is   not   available,   it   may   be   possible   to 
#• + *    * 
replace,y    ,   and  ,   x    ,   in the function,F(x  ,y   )  by 
V
    A*   / A* 
1 _ e*p C-f) 
where 
r- * u- )X'-^J   A+=^9 
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V 
Then   equation   (3.64)   would   include   the   Van  -Driest's   [60]   damping 
factor  . 
The Reynolds stress predicted with the mixing length, 
prescribed by equation (3-64) are then used to obtain the Reynolds 
stress distribution at each streamwise location . The values 
°f» ©<. , ©<5i are 0.94, 0.26, respectively . These values correspond 
to the values of, Op , C<p > chosen by Hanjalic and Launder [19]» 
and Ftl = 0.564, which is function of, o(K , cx.^ , [16] . Gessner and 
Emery [17] compared this value of, F4T ,= 0.564, with, F,^ = 0.6, for 
fixed, ex!, , e*! , and found that for, F\x = 0.6, predicted the 
Reynolds stresses agreed better with their experimental data . But 
Emery, Neighbors and Gessner [14] changed the value of, F,a , from 
0.6, to the value of 0.53 5, in order to avoid multiple secondary 
flow cells in an octant of the duct and overly distorted isotach 
patterns . Thus a value of, F^ = 0.535, is used in the present 
work  . 
In summary  the  constants  used  in the  present work are 
0,535 *s   = 0.94 «z = 0.26 Fia 
co   =   ■ -    1.29982 cv   = 1.15718 
c2 = 21.32706 c5=   • - 20.60664 
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ch = - 10.6 5843 
ctf = 16.0888 
C3 = 6.0 
cb= 0.3 
cxx= 0.11 
H.   = 0.45 
It   is   hoped that   the   above  mixing  length   model   and   the   constants 
would   yield reasonable   results   for   the   rotating   rectangular   duct 
problem also . 
cs = 7.29b 5' 
1$   *'"' 
-  10.3638 
ca = 20.0 
cu = 0.4 
* 
zo    = 46.0 
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4.  NUMERICAL MODEL 
A general numerical procedure for the calculation of transport 
processes in three dimensional parabolic flows has been presented by 
Patanker and Spalding [47] . The conservation equations for steady 
three dimensional ducts rotating parallel to the axis of rotation 
are 
3 tw)t fsCry) -•- |F(/W) = o — (,.„ 3X    s 3£ ^~   V 3Z 
3 
£(>*£) + h^tfy + k^hku^ 
i- j^ ^?H +a/xiu + (.n'Hpj-CT-Ti))—(»-3) 
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rt 
±V-w)+h^v)+h(w)- f^ _ -** 3Z 
h(^U)+h^w) (4.4) 
IsC^TO + ljtrvfl^M/WTJ^^C^If) 
(4.5) 
The Reynolds stresses, U. , V , U-V , ii.tu , VU/ are evaluated 
using the algebraic stress model of Gessner and Emery [16] described 
in an earlier section  . 
u2    = 
\ 2 X 
_   (2 Fa + *,-2)      ^       (i^L\ 
-t- 
% 4[&Ui$$\  (4.6) 
v2-   = 
_. (4.7) 
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u. (4.8) 
4 C-^0 (■£■) <-(-*¥) V2 (4-9) 
v^..^^)[(^)+(^W) 
V 
2-.V* 
(4.10) 
As mentioned earlier the values of, ©^ , <s<, » Fyj. > used here 
are, 0-94, 0.26, 0.535, respectively . JJLt is effective viscosity 
where 
— = ^v +/^;[c^t) +(-M   (4.11) 
and,  Ay   is  the dynamic viscosity 
The three dimensional variation of Prandtl's mixing 
length, Cp » used here is that proposed by Gessner and Emery's [173 
equation  (3-64)   . 
The turbulent correlation terms in the energy 
equation,   Wt   i Vt     3^& related  to,   ILU)  , \JU)    ,   respectively,   and  to 
the  use  of  the  turbulent  Prandtl   number  . 
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vt    = V IV 
n-t 
±     2X (4.12) 
\JL±    =i_ ii^_       _i 
ftt Cif) 2X (4.13) 
With  the above  turbulent  Prandtl  number  the energy equation can 
be put in the form 
3 OTK ^C^T)+^(J-WT)   = 
~3 
^ 
^ 
w"Jet ($?)) Li + 
  (4.14) 
The general  form of  the conservation equations is 
_2_ 
^0-p) r  |^(fVt) + ^ (-TV/T)  = 
T>X Vr rr) + nil   17) + S (4.15) 
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where, ^p    may   stand  for   the  components   of velocity,   W,   U,   V or   the 
 ep <±j 
temperature, T   .        '       ,    C       are   the   diffusion   coefficient   and   the 
source term respectively,   and pertain to the particular, ^p   . 
For the W-momentum equation 
1>   = w ? 
r= >"■ ? 
s' = — ■a z. 
For the energy equation 
rT= J<« _ XA\ (jut + r>WNal"a 
S  =   o 
For  the U-momentun  equation 
f = u 
S?_ _ liL       2 
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& 
.,&**.* 
And for the V-momentum equation 
<f  = V 
r*= ^v 
+ j£ n1 H + 2/rLu_XIH//(T-H) 
The problem at hand then involves the solution of the 
continuity, three momentum and energy equations together with the 
algebraic equations for the Reynolds stresses . Following Patanker 
and Spalding [47] a marching integration along the direction of 
primary flow is used to solve the differential equations . This 
technique is valid since for the present problem the main flow 
direction is a one-way coordinate, i.e., equations are parabolic . 
To incorporate the marching integration, the shear stresses and 
diffusion fluxes acting on the lateral plane are neglected, and 
longitudinal and lateral pressures are uncoupled as illustrated in 
earlier  section  . 
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4.1  GRID SIZE.AND CONTROL  VOLUME 
Figure (4.1) shows a portion of a uniform grid size used in the 
present work . The figure shows the points at which the dependent 
variables are stored . For U and V a staggered control volume will 
be used similar to that of Harlow and Welch [23], and Patanker and 
Spalding [47] . For other dependent variables the control volume 
will be around the main grid point . With the use of such staggered 
grid, 
1. U and V velocities are located at the points at which we 
need to calculate the convective contribution to the, W, 
T and p  . 
2. The pressures are stored so as to make it easy to 
calculate the pressure gradients which drive U and V  . 
Around the main grid point, P, there are four neighboring 
points, E, W, N, S . Figure (4.2) shows the three control volumes 
around  the same main grid point,   P  . 
4.2 CALCULATION PROCEDURE 
The overall calculation procedure is described below with the 
use of ,a typical finite difference equation, and the derivation of 
this finite difference equation is presented in the next section . 
The difference equation for a general variable, *f , can be obtained 
by integrating the differential equation for, j over the control 
volume   ( &x   &y   A z   )  and  can be written as   : 
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..*r~ 
Ap1p = AW %   t Ast5   + Ag %   + Awfw   +   Su (4.16 
where N, S, E, W, are the neighboring points around point, P, and U, 
denotes   the   upstream   value   . in  equation   (4.16)   could   represent 
one of the variables W, U, V, p, and T . The 
coefficients A^ , As » Af » and &\tJ contain mass fluxes, 
viscosities, diffusion coefficient, etc. The' coefficient Ap is 
equal  to 
"£ - A*  + A^s + Al + At, - s; 
and Sy ,Sp are the source terms . These coefficients A's, S's are 
specific     to     a     particular,      ^ .     The     difference     equations 
for, j* = W, U, V, p, will all be solved simultaneously, and then 
the equation for, T, is solved . Our solution procedure starts with 
the W-momentum  equation  .   The  difference  equation for W-velocity  is 
£ WP . AVN H,. As Ws + A^ H + & Vw + $&) ». m 
where, D, represents the flow area . Since we do not know A-— ), a 
_ _        az 
-\ p -5 p    * 
priori,   we  use  guessed  values   of   ,—1_ ,   denoted   by,(——-<-)     .   and we ■^Z. 3 7- 
solve for  the approximate  ,W   ,   field from 
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APH = A„W„ H-AsW,*AfH +-AWVW+D(||) (*.18) 
This,       W        ,        field       will        give       us        a       mass        flow 
rate,    y / j* A.X &."£• \^/        (taken over the cross-section  ),  which may 
not   be equal   to  the actual mass flow rate,   M   .   The actual  mass  flow 
rate  can  be computed from  the  inlet  and   boundary  conditions   .   If we 
write the  new value  of, (— )  as 
"3 Z 
where,( ) a correction value . In the same manner we can write 3Z 
20) Wp   = Wp   + Wp  <*». 
Subtracting equation (4.18) from equation (4.17) we have 
t^. vjp = AW„ (w„ _w;) + A* (vs _v£) 
A^Viw -W^AI CH-V/) + DWC#) <'•»> 
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6 
A 
By dropping the first four terms on the right hand side of 
equation (4.21), (since they are small), we'get 
Then equation (4.20) becomes 
H> = vfP -^{-u) (-) 
Then by equating the actual mass flow rate, M, and the mass 
* 
flow rate calculated with, W 
r\ =   J_ /A* &^V/ * 
 (4.24) 
Substituting   equation   (4.23)   into   equation   (4.24)   we   can   get 
the  correction value for( )   . 
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* 
 (4.25) 
The   correct   value   of ( )   is   now   used   to   calculate   the  new 
value of W-field . The above procedure is repeated 
using( ' ) as ( * r ) and W as W until a converged solution is 
obtained  . 
3 P After  solving for   the  correct W-field  at  downstream  and(—S—), 
the    next    step    is    to    obtain    U,    V   velocities    .    The    difference 
equations for U,   V-momentum  equations  are 
AUPUP= Au„UN+AUsUs +AufU, rA"wUw 
AvpVf = AvNV„+AvsVs + AVi +AVwV, 
+ Dv(p,-rP)--— (4.27) 
u   v 
where, D , D  again represent the flow areas for U, V velocities 
respectively . Since the pressure field, p, is not known, we shall 
again use a guessed value denoted by, p* , and solve for the 
approximate velocity, U  , V from 
+ DU( Pj-^-) C»-28) 
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» j1. 
&V£ = AX + AY - A'Vc i- AvwVw 
-^ 
+ l>V(lf-0 (4.29) 
K 
The starred velocities, U , V may not satisfy the continuty 
equation, and may produce a net mass source.mp , for point, P . Our 
aim is to correct the pressure and velocities to eliminate this mass 
source . 
We   shall    write    the   U,    V,    p   quantities    in   terms   of   guessed 
values   (stars)  and correction values   (primes)  as 
U - u*+ u' 
V. = v\v    J (4.30) 
As in the case of the W-equation we subtract equation 
(4.28) from equation (4.26) and equation (4.29) from equation 
(4.27)  and get 
AX =(A>;+AUSU: + A>;+A:U;) 
- 
DX £ - pp) -—(,-3i) 
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AVPV; <A
V
NV; + A
V
5V;+A
V
£VE'+A
VX) 
.   (4.32) 
'P +»XH-O 
Dropping the first four terms in the right hand side of 
equations (4.31) and (4.32) results in 
4.34) Vr-$-(tf-f() • 
The velocities will now be corrected using 
A' 
UP= UP *-§>-(£-&') <«5) 
p 
The   pressure   correction    (p' )   equation   can   now   be   found   from 
continuty   equation   by   integrating   the   continuty   equation   over   the 
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control   volume( & x &y &z   ),and   substituting   velocity   correction 
equations  (4.3 5)  and  (4.36) 
A-;*' =APNP; ,A^'+A^'.+A
P
>; 
-+-     Og C*.37) 
The mass source,nip, , has been incorporated into,S., . Thus U, 
V, p can be calculated for each grid point . After calculating U, V, 
W, p fields, we calculate the temperature field, T, from its 
difference equation given below 
ATP TP = AT„T* + ATsi;  + A"! X + AT.TW - <«-3« 
The numerical .procedure for solving the partial differential 
equations is non-iterative . The calculation of the coefficients in 
the finite difference equations is done with values at the upstream 
station,   thus we force  the equations  to  be linear  . 
The difference equations are solved by a line by line method 
using a tri-diagonal matrix algorithm (TDMA) . Details on the TDMA 
sceme  are presented in appendex A  . 
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4.3 DERIVATION OF FINITE DIFFERENCE  EQUATIONS 
The   assumptions   that   are   used   to   derive   the finite  difference 
solutions are as follows   : 
1. We use fully implicid schemes, which means that the 
downstream values of the dependent variable, *f , are 
applicable over the interval z-upstream to z-downstream 
except at z-upstream  . 
2. In the x-y plane, the value of, <p , is assumed to remain 
uniform over the control volume surrounding (i,j)   . 
3.   Hybrid    differencing    used,    which    is    a    combination    of 
central  and upwind differencing . 
The general  form  of  the  transport  equation for a dependent variable, 
T. is 
( + ) (O      o 
If, Y = W, T , The control volume shown in figured.2a) will 
be used . Integrating each of these terms over the control volume 
(   A x    A y     A z) 
(0 = -LM^T)^^ = (/U?w# 
UJ 
= [(Ju)Je-(/u)wt]^ 
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using the average values  between the grid points  then 
= [(^)ue(^)-(^H4(^)]n^ 
let 
CE = (Jk±JL)\}t n £   cW^Jk^u^ 
then term 
CO=[c£(f^TP)-^(?w + tP) LZ 
Similar expressions for  other terms   (2)  to  (6)  can be written 
(2>- 
.vn (rvt) JxJj»/z^(jvt **** 
- (^) v„ (-^) - (^) Vs(%^ ) &xfcz 
let 
CN = {pL±I£^\lh AX     X      CS   = f tsjJJL^\j   AX 
64 
(2) =[ov(t + tp)_cs(Ts + fp)]Az   ■ 
where, UP, upstream, DN, downstream 
(^)J!wm*-HtM»» 
4* 
Integration of the connective term requires the consideration of the 
overall mass flow through control volume . The mass flow balance 
through the control volume can be written as 
then 
^DN'"* <^\^-[(f\«fH^ 
AX&7. 
-NL-(^lJ^ 'e5up 
let 
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cu = (_T\AA 0   ****. \J   W^P         AZ 
CD 
"(AO*^ 
CD ** CU - 2CN 4_ J2.CS . 
0«f [CD?9oN-^W 
_2CE   .  XCVI +- 
£>"Z. 
■^3? 
c-Y 
ig      Ux  4 l-ur    V-&X J^ * 
"9 A 
&7- 
.*    -,1» <P    n^ c-^x^e) -(-wt*a A^AZ 
let 
V
     2. /   <b\,. V     2 J  <^X 
       / ^V 
to  = ^ctf-tp)-^C%-fw) AZ 
^)=r^-(rif)^^^ =(r^—1 
cY ■>* 
(- 
,9     m? r/.r^y %-Tcf i) .(JZ^K. 
^. 
kxfcZ 
let 
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ON = (JLi£V) ±L ^    D5 = r1^ +R ) ^ 
,?      _ <? 
"CSU    H-Sf%jDJ\« 
cW 
SU, SP, arise from the source term linearizations . For, W, the 
source terms include the pressure term and the energy equation needs 
no source term . 
Adding all the six terms we get 
%{CE - CW + C/V-CS   + CD +VE +-DVJ+VN+XS.S?) 
=  %(>_CN) t<^(DS  + CS) + f£(DE _ C£) 
.   + ?w(t>w + cw)tc(;cf    ,  su9 (4.40) 
Substituting  the value for,   CD,   from  the  below  equation 
CD =.:>CU -2CN  . les _ 2cf + acW 
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■o*. 
then 
(DF_ CE)  + (Dy + CW) i- [DN - C/V) + 
(DS-hCs) + CU - SP J    = %(DN -CN) +■ 
%(j>S -hCS) +- % (J>£ - CE)    -H?W(T)W-HCW) 
+ CU% W   +" su (4.41) 
By using the hybrid differencing, the coefficients take the 
form (in FORTRAN) ; 
AN =,   MAX (|0.5 cN\ , DN)  _ o.5 CN 
AS =   MkXdo.S'CS^-DS)   4-0.5CS 
AE =   MfcX(Jo.5CE|,T)E)   -0.5CE 
AW =  MA*(Jo.5CV/|,DV/) +o-5CW 
AU =   CU 
5U =   M   +  SO* 
A? = (AN ± As + AE + AVi + A\J - SP) 
 (4.42) 
Then  the finite  difference  equation is 
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AP% -AE % + £»%, +IM\ +AS% +su (*.«) 
In U - momentum equation, and V - momentum equation we have to 
use the staggered control volume, figure (4.2b) and figure (4.2c) . 
The source terms in 'both equations include, Reynolds stresses, and 
body forces . 
4.4 THE PRESSURE CORRECTION EQUATION 
The continuity equation is 
2_ 
"ax (ru) + f^tfv) + 2.(/v0- 0-—-<«.«> 
Integrating over the control volume, figure (4.2a) we get 
CH-Cfui *}LZ avcH A%M 
© 
+ =    0 (4.45) 
By using the velocity correction equation presented earlier, the 
correct velocities can be written as 
Ue =  u.    + »J- ( Pp' - i)   } 
It = 
ft. 
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v«-v„>^U-fi) 
V, = v. TJ 
•
+
-$-U - tf). J  (4.46) 
Substituting  the equation (4.46) into the equation (4.45) we have 
v
->(^-?;)] 
4- QCU - CD)   L2     =   0 
M(M 
(4.47) 
Now let us make the following substitutions for brevity 
AN =.     & D" ^x 
Av> 
AS = -6 P« &x 
ur 
cs   =  /s.v.* M 
,/ 
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* 
•J 
cW= f^Ul    ^ 
CD
 - C/v)Pjttl-^ 
SVI = CS_ CN + CU _CE*4- C(7- CD 
AP = AN 4- AS + AE + AW 
Then the pressure correction equation becomes 
J 
M*' pp = AH P* + A^ f£ + AEPE' +AV Pw+ su ».«» 
The interface1 densities ( f , f . , j* , J^ ) may be 
calculated by interpolation . We can see that the term, SU, is 
evaluated in terms of the starred velocities . If SU is zero, it 
means that the starred velocities do satisfy the continuty equation, 
and no pressure correction is needed . The term, SU, thus represents 
a  (mass  source)  which  the pressure correction must  annihilate   . 
4.5 BOUNDARY CONDITIONS AND CALCULATIONS CLOSE TO THE WALL 
Special   care  was   needed   to   calculate   the   effective  viscosity, 
SULQ ,   close  to the wall   .   The law  of  the wall  based on experimental- 
data  was   used  as   a near  - wall  boundary  condition with  a  relatively 
coarse jiodal   distribution  .   In this method,   the wall  shear stress is 
used  to  define  an effective viscosity  at  the wall 
71 
for bottom and top walls we used 
>e - Zw/ 
and for side walls we used 
3W 
**    =^w/ * X 
where,   J^-q -  (J*"v +J^t^f   anc*>  Z.\jj '   tne wal1  shear stress 
with y+   <   11.65 (laminar sublayer)       /X^ ^M-u 
and for    y *   >   11.65 (turbulent layer)       ju. g    =/j.^ 
In  the  turbulent region  the wall  shear stress is written in terms of 
the friction velocity,     u^, 
*t-l/-£ 
which is evaluated from the law of the wall, with empirical 
coefficients based on recently obtained near - wall experimental 
data in a square duct   [37] 
W +  =    W_   =  A.5ln'lit     _.  5.2. 
Ut    = (4.49) 
■2.5ln!^S   + 5.1 
a 
where, W, the axial velocity and the nodal points closest to the 
wall   .   Then 
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M-e.   = 
p   2 
(4.50) 
The energy equation is solved for flow in a smooth duct for 
constant heat flux . The universal serai - logarithmic law is applied 
at the nodal points near the wall to"X calculate the wall 
temperature . The wall temperature and the nodal temperature 
difference is written as 
(Tw-T) = lw      ft vy    1H fCpU-Z y%p (4.51) 
where the parameter, P, is the so called "p - function" of 
Jayatilleke [26] which expresses the relative resistance of the 
viscous sublayer to heat and momentum transport . 
p   =9.^[(_|_f -1 (4.52) 
where,    Q+-   ,   turbulent Prandtl  number assumed to be 0.9 
Then   to   calculate   the   Nusselt   number   at   any   point   along   the 
wall 
NU,  = Alk % "D 
K(l«,L-\) (4.53) 
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The average Nuaselt number can be written as 
Nil   =    -^w D« 
MTW- TO 
(4.54). 
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5.   RESULTS  AND CONCLUSIONS 
5.1  RESULTS 
The computational scheme and the numerical procedure used to 
solve the governing equations have been discussed in earlier 
sections . Like most other numerical procedures, the present 
computational procedure is also subjected to truncation and round 
off errors and instabilities . To satisfy the stability criteria, 
the step size was limited to 0.125 of the duct hydraulic diameter in 
the marching direction for the 12 x 24 grid size in the transverse 
plane . Convergence was determined by requiring the sum of the. 
residuals which   are   the  absolute sum  of  the  differences   between the 
left   and   right   hand-sides   of   the   difference  equation for   the whole 
-6 
grid, to be less than 10 
The computation was started with a uniform axial velocity at 
the- duct inlet . The computer program was tested by s,olving the 
turbulent flow in square duct . Since Gessner and Emery models [16, 
17] are used to calculate the Reynolds stresses, the results are 
compared with Emery et al [14] for Re = 7 5000 . The differences 
between the present computations and those of Emery et al are small 
as shown in figures (5.1, 5.2, 5.3) which illustrate the variation 
of axial center line velocity, axial variation of friction factor, 
which in turn depends on the average 'wall shear stress, and axial 
variation of Stanton number, respectively . Friction factor, 
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V 
and  Stanton number  for  fully developed turbulent flow in square duct 
by Launder and Ying [35]  are also shown in figures   (5.2,   5.3)   • 
As a second stage of the development, calculations were 
obtained for a stationary rectangular duct for three different 
Reynolds numbers, Re = 8000, 12000, 20000, for constant as well as 
variable properties . In this case Coriolis and centrifugal forces 
were not included in the governing equations . These calculations 
were made to clarify the difference between the stationary and 
rotating duct results, and to bring out the differences between the 
constant and variable property solutions . The axial variations of 
center line velocity for a stationary rectangular duct of constant 
properties are shown in figure (5.4) and the variations of friction 
factor, and Nusselt number for both constant and variable properties 
are illustrated in figures (5.5, 5.6) . These results are similar to 
those of the square duct represented by Emery et al [14] . The 
values of friction factor given by Jones [27] for a rectangular duct 
of 2/1 aspect ratio, and the Nusselt number given by the empirical 
equation of Dittus and Boelter [13] for fully developed flow are 
also shown in these figures  . 
Secondary flows are known to play an important role for 
turbulent  flow   through  straight  ducts  of  a  non-circular  cross 
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section   [55]   .   Figure   (5.7)   represents   the  velocity' vectors  in  the 
transverse   plane   for   a   stationary   2/1   rectangular   duct   with   Re   = 
8000   .   Secondary  flows  in a quarter of  the duct at z  =  50 DH ,75 DH 
are   shown  and. they   are   similar   to   those  in   square   ducts  where   the 
flow is  toward the diagonal   . 
The Coriolis and buoyancy terms were added to the equations to 
get the effect of the rotation on the development of the flow . 
Tables (I, II, III) list the various computational runs considered 
• here over a range of Grashof numbers and three Reynolds numbers . 
Also shown are the values of Re, Gr, and Ro, at the inlet, and at z = 
75 DH , which are varying along the duct axis . The results indicate 
a significant effect of rotation on both wall shear stress as well 
as Nusselt number as illustrated in figures (5.8, 5.9, 5.10) . For 
higher Grashof numbers the transverse velocities in the lateral 
plane are reorganized from those in the stationary ducts as shown in 
figures (5.11, 5.12, 5.13) • This reorganization fyf the transverse 
flow pattern is due to the Coriolis and centrifugal effects . The 
peaks in the axial variation of friction factor and Nusselt number, 
figures (5.8, 5.9, 5.10) are also due to the reorganization of the 
flow from one boundary layer development to body force dominated . 
i 
Figures   (5.14   through   5.19)   show   the  severe  effect   of   rotation 
on     the    flow    development,     circumferential    variation    of    friction 
factor,   Nusselt  number  and wall  temperature for  a Reynolds   number 
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Run ., B1 C1 D1 E1 F1 G1 
Re(75) 7303 7306 7304 7306 7306 7306 7306 
Ya.d/ S 27.5 62.8 94.2 200.0 338.0 618.0 874.0 
Gr(O) 
5 
10 
5 
5.25x10 
6 
1.18x10 
6 
5.32x10 
7 
1.52x10 
7 
5x10 
8 
10 
Gr(75) 
4 
4.38x10 
5 
2.38x10 
5 
5.25x10 
6 
2.41x10 
6 
6.88x10 
7 
2.29x10 
7. 
4.58x10 
Ro(0) 
-3 
2.25x10 
-3 
5.14x10 
-3 
7.72x10 
-2 
1.64x10 
-2 
2.77x10 
-2 
5.10x10 
-2 
7.16x10 
Ro(75) 
-3 
1. 87x10 
-3 
4.33x10 
-3 
6.46x10 
-2 
1.38x10 
-2 
2.33x10 
-2 
4.25x10 
-2 
6.01x10 
NU(7 5) 24.92 24.99 24.99 25. 82 27.24 28.50 29.13 
f   (7 5) 
-2 
4.33x10 
-2 
4.33x10 
-2 
4.33x10 
-2 
4.45x10 
-2 
4.55x10 
-2 
4 .6 Ox 10 
-2 
4.68x10 
f'(75) 
-2 
3. 86x10 
-2 
3.86x10 
-2 
3. 87x10 
-2 
3.95x10 
-2 
4.08x10 
-2 
4. 17x10 
-2 
4.22x10 
-■ 
Table   (I)   .   Tabulation  of  Re.-TL,   Gr,   Ro,   HU,   f,   and  f   for 
Re  =   8000,   qw=  7 500 w/m    at  z/DH   =  0 and  z/DH   =75 
Run A2 B2 G2 D2 E2 
Re(75) 11008 11008 11008 11008 11008 
raaL 1 S 94. 24 200.0 338.0 618.0 874.0 
Gr(0) 
6 
1.18x10, 
6 
5.32x10 
"7 
1.52x10 
7 
5x10 
8 
10 
Grl 7 5) 
5 
6.04x10 
6 
2.72x10 
6 
7.76x10 
7 
'2.58nO    - 
7 
5.13x10 
Ro(0) 
'ft 
-3 
5. 1 5x10 
-2 
1 .1 Ox 10 
-2 
1.84x10 
-2 
3.37x10 
-2 
4.77x10 
Ro(75) 
-3 
4.40x10 
-3 
9.33x10 
-2 
1.57x10 
-2 
2.87x10 
-2 
4.05x10 
NU(7 5) 37.17 37.18 38.0 39.98 41.03 
f   (75) 
-2 
3. 87x10 
-2 
3.88x10 
-2 
3-97x10 
-2 
4.07x10 
-2 
4.14x10 
f'(7 5) 
-2 
3.435x10 
-2 
3.436x10 
-2 
3.479x10 
-2 
3.585x10 
-2 
3.675x10 
Table   (II)   .   Tabulation  of  Re,i~L,   Gr,   Ro,   NU,   f,   and f   for 
Re  =   12000,   q     =7 500 w/ra at  z/DH   =  0  and  z/DH   =  75 
"RUN A3 B3 C3 D3 E3     s 
Re(75) 18362 18362 18362 18362 18362 
Vad/£ 68.8 217-2 500.0 870.0 1545.0 
Gr(0) 
6 
10 
7 
10 
7 
5.32x10 
8 
1.6x10 
8, 
5x10 
Gr(75) 
5 
4.1x10 
6 
3.87x10 
7 
2.16x10 
7 
6.42x10 
8 
1.98x10 
Ro(0) 
-3 
2.25x10 
-3 
7.11x10 
-2 
1.63x10 
-2 
2.85x10 
-2 
5.00x10 
Ro(75) 
-3 
1.71x10 
-3 
5.29x10 
-2 
1.24x10 
-2 
2.14x10 
-2 
3.70x10 
MU(7 5) 55.12 55.23 55.53 58.56 60.39 
f   (75) 
-2 
3-99x10 
-2 
3.99x10 
-2 
3.99x10 
-2 
4.14x10 
-2 
4.19x10 
f'(75) 
-2 
3.00x10 
-2 
3.00x10 
-2 
3.02x10 
-2 
3.112x10 
-2 
3.156x10 
Table  (III)   .   Tabulation of  Re,n. ,   Gr,   Ro,   NU,   f  and  f   for 
Re  -  20000,   qw   =  12000 w/m    at  z/Du   =  0 and.z/DH  = 75 H '  
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Fig. 5-8 Axial Variation  of NU and wall shear stress 
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6 
of 8000 and two different Grashof numbers, Gr = 5-3 x 10  and Gr = 
7 
5 x 10   . Figures (5.11, 5.15, 5.16) give the variation of axial 
velocity along the vertical and horizontal center lines, and the 
temperature along the vertical center line . It is clear that the 
maximum axial velocity and- the temperature are moving outward with 
increasing Grashof number . This movment of the maximum is the 
effect of centrifugal force which increases with RPM . Figures 
(5.17, 5.18) represent the circumferential variation of wall shear 
stress and of the local Nusselt number based on bulk properties and 
local wall temperature . It is interesting to note the similarities 
in the variation of these two parameters . This indicates at least a 
qualitative relationship between friction factor   and   Nusselt 
number . Figure (5.19) gives the circumferential variation of wall 
temperature and the value of bulk temperature of the flow, which 
exhibit a typical mixed convection behavior as shown in the 
transverse flow patterns, figures (5.11, 5.12, 5.13) . 
The development of Nusselt number and -fully developed flow 
friction factor versus Grashof numbers are given in figures (5.20 
through 5.25) for three different Reynolds numbers . These figures 
illustrate the amount of influence of rotation on the Nusselt number 
with up to about 25? improvment at larger Grashof numbers . The 
computational results for Nusselt numbers are consistantly lower 
than the experimental data . Friction factor data in figures (5.23, 
5.2f, "5.25) also show an increase with Grashof number but not 
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as much as heat- transfer . Thus, there is a definite benefit in the 
overall heat transfer without a considerable increase in the pumping 
requirments for^these rotating duct turbulent flows . Experimental 
results for Nusselt number and friction factor for, Re = 8000, 
^— 12000,    20000   given   by   Bayat   [2]   are   also   shown   in   figures   (5.20 
through  5.24)   . 
The   data   presented   indicate   a   discrepancy   between   theoretical 
and    experimental    results     .     The    reasons    for    this    may    be    the 
following: 
-V 
1. The constants for the turbulence model, <*, , o<x which we 
used here, were for stationary square duct, and may not 
be quite appropriate for 2/1 rectangular ducts . In 
addition they may not  be valid for rotating ducts   . 
2. The effect of buoyancy forces is not included in the 
Reynolds stress model, one would have to start with the 
exact Reynolds stress transport equation which contains 
the body force terms,  Launder [30]   . 
3. The effect of buoyancy force is not included in the 
length scale calculation either . This effect can be 
accounted for by an emperical equation, as given by Monin 
-  Obukhov   relation   [1]   or  Keyps  formula  [5]. 
4. The    length    scale    algebric    Reynolds    stress    turbulence 
model   used in  the present computations is independent of 
Re  .   Experimental   results   indicate  a strong effect  of  Re 
on  the enhancement  particularly  at high Gr  . 
It   is   conceivable   that  with   the  implementation  of   the  above  changes 
the  computational  results  could  be closer  to the experimental  data  . 
The   purpose   of   this   work   was   to   evaluate   the   validity   of   a  very 
simple   turbulence model   for   complex rotating flows   .   It  appears   the 
107 
effect   of  the  body  forces are significant and further changes  to the 
turbulence model as listed above are necessary for  better reults  . 
5.2 CONCLUSIONS • 
1. A finite difference solution has been carried out for a 
turbulent flow in a 2/1 rectangular duct rotating 
parallel  to but displaced from the axis of rotation  . 
2. The flow is treated as a three dimensional parabolic flow 
and a numerical procedure developed by Patanker and 
Spalding [47J is used . 
3. The Reynolds stresses have been calculated by using a 
mixing length model developed by Gessner and Emery [16] 
for corner flow . The effect of the buoyancy force was 
not included in the model . And the constants used here 
are the ones for stationary square ducts  . 
1. The influence of rotation on the heat transfer in 
rotating rectangular ducts (as compared to the stationary 
rectangular" ducts) is different at various Reynolds 
numbers . The minimum Grashof number for any noticeable 
changes are  : 
S for      Re =   8000 Gr    =   5 x  10 
for  Re = 12000   Gr  = 4 x 10f 
and for  Re = 20000   Gr = 6 x 10*" 
5. The transverse flow patterns are markedly rearranged at 
the larger Grashof numbers . And as a consequence, the 
circumferential variation of friction factor, Nusselt 
number, and temperature around the duct are 
correspondingly different too . 
6. The axial variation of averaged friction factor and 
Nusselt number are calculated for different Grashof 
number .Significant increases in the Nusselt number with 
moderate increases in friction factor are seen as a 
function of buoyancy force . 
7. The axial velocity and temperature distributions also 
changed with the Grashof number .  The maximum axial 
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velocity   and   temperature   locations   move*.,, outward   in   the 
direction of  the centrifugal force  . 
8. Friction factor and Nusselt number results have been 
compared with the experimental data of Bayat [2] 
Computational results are consistantly lower . The 
disagreement possibly due to the very simple turbulence 
model used in the present work . The model used is 
applicable only to stationary square duct flows  . 
9. Incorporation of the body forces into the Reynolds stress 
equations and the length scale formulation may improve 
the computational  results  . 
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APPENDIX A 
Tri-Diagonal Matrix Algorithim - TDMA 
The difference equations are solved by TDMA . The designation 
of this algorithm refers to the fact that when the matrix of the 
coefficients of these equations is written, all the nonzero 
coefficients align themselves along three diagonals of  the matrix . 
The general form of the difference equation for the dependant 
variable,^ ,   at  the point   (i,j)  is 
AF?t,j =kN%iti +A|SUjj_J+AEfUljj  +. 
Kf,.^   +B (A.i) 
This equation can be solved by the successive use of the TDMA in the 
x and y directions   .   For the y-direction sweep,   we write 
Awtc^j+B) (A-2) 
where the expression in the parenthesis is assumed known by using 
the previous solution . The superscript, I, denotes the values 
obtained from the first phase of solution . 
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Let 
AP   ^   <Lj 
Then equation (A - 2)  becomes 
*stj - hi t* + CJ ti-i + 4 (A-3) 
For   j   =   1,2,3 ,   M,   with   1   and M  denoting   the   boundary 
points   .   From  equation   (A  -  3),   the value  of,    ^j-   •  ,   is  related  to 
T I the   neighboring values,   CP-   : »   T-    '   •     •   ?or  J   =   1»  we have to 
set,   c, =   0,     i£  Q        does  not  exist,   and  also  for   j   = M we have  to 
set,   b  = 0,  for,    Cp.+*  ,•   So,   the  difference equations  become 
a
* %>i   =  °2 '£,3    +  C% %}i    + dz 
a  -1 J      %j = ^j^   j+l + CJ     ^ij-l       +      ^ (A      -^ 
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From   these   equations   we   can  deduce   that,    y/   .     ,   is   known in 
terms   of,    ^B   j,      >    and»    "Ljl   »   *s   known   in   terms   of,     \C,J      > 
 ,   and,   ^-P-  M      ,   is   known in  terms   of,   j£   F]+\    .   But, 
since   S;   ^    ,   does not exist,  we use back - substitution . 
Suppose,   in the forward  - substitution process,   we can have the 
relation for   (  i,   j-1   ) as 
tu   = 5.X   + Qj., (A.5) 
Then to get  the relation for (   i,   j   )  to be in the form 
substituting equation  (A -  5)  into equation  (A - 4) we get 
,1 '.     cbl 
aJ 
which  can be.put  in the form 
%>   = Stlj^Q; (A-7) 
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where 
Pj 
Q = 
_ c- P H/ "J-I 
I (A ,8) 
a, 
These    are    recurrence    relations    for    P-   ,    Q; .    To   start    the 
recurrence process,  for j  = 1,   the values of P  ,   Q  ,   are given by 
P = _ki 
a, I 
The other P- , Q>can be computed from the recurrence form (A - 8) 
v)      J 
For j = M', we note that PM= 0, because b^= 0 . Then 
<tf,M    =   QM _______ (A _ 9) 
using equation   (A   -  7)   for   j 
^MV %M *  
M-1,   M-2,  • ,   3,   2,   1   to  obtain 
cb1 <p} <±>"T 
'    ML, 3  '    W,-2   '   1£,,     ' 
For   the x  - direction sweep we can do  the same procedure  .   The 
difference  equation   (A -  1)  becomes 
A$f,i.,-, B) ._._.(A _lo) 
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at 
where superscript, "It, denote the values obtained from the second 
phase of the solution . 
* x> 
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